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ABSTRACT: A mechanism of Co−C bond photolysis in the
base-oﬀ form of the methylcobalamin cofactor (MeCbl) and
the inﬂuence of its axial base on Co−C bond photodissociation has been investigated by time-dependent density
functional theory (TD-DFT). At low pH, the MeCbl cofactor
adopts the base-oﬀ form in which the axial nitrogenous ligand
is replaced by a water molecule. Ultrafast excited-state
dynamics and photolysis studies have revealed that a new
channel for rapid nonradiative decay in base-oﬀ MeCbl is
opened, which competes with bond dissociation. To explain
these experimental ﬁndings, the corresponding potential
energy surface of the S1 state was constructed as a function
of Co−C and Co−O bond distances, and the manifold of lowlying triplets was plotted as a function of Co−C bond length. In contrast to the base-on form of MeCbl in which two possible
photodissociation pathways were identiﬁed on the basis of whether the Co−C bond (path A) or axial Co−N bond (path B)
elongates ﬁrst, only path B is active in base-oﬀ MeCbl. Speciﬁcally, path A is inactive because the energy barrier associated with
direct dissociation of the methyl ligand is higher than the barrier of intersection between two diﬀerent electronic states: a metalto-ligand charge transfer state (MLCT), and a ligand ﬁeld state (LF) along the Co−O coordinate of the S1 PES. Path B initially
involves displacement of the water molecule, followed by the formation of an LF-type intermediate, which possesses a very
shallow energy minimum with respect to the Co−C coordinate. This LF-type intermediate on path B may result in either S1/S0
internal conversion or singlet radical pair generation. In addition, intersystem crossing (ISC) resulting in generation of a triplet
radical pair is also feasible.
extensively probed using ultrafast excited-state dynamics, and it
was demonstrated that photodissociation of the Co−C bond
can be induced by laser light. Experimental studies of the baseon form of MeCbl show that its photolysis depends upon the
excitation wavelength.33,34 Upon excitation at 400 nm, a 25%
bond photolysis and subsequent formation of cob(II)alamin
and methyl radicals is observed, while the remainder forms a
photoproduct with a spectrum similar to that of a cob(III)alamin intermediate with a weakly attached axial ligand.33,34
This photoproduct, which is metastable, then undergoes
photolysis in about 12%, and the remainder of the population
converts to the ground state. Excitation at 520 nm, on the other
hand, only produces the metastable intermediate without
prompt photolysis34 and is again partioned between photolysis
in about 14%, and conversion to the ground state. The key
metastable photoproduct present during both photolysis
processes was identiﬁed as an S1 state with metal-to-ligand
charge transfer character (MLCT). In strongly acidic conditions

1. INTRODUCTION
Methylcobalamin (MeCbl, Figure 1) is a bioinorganic
cofactor1−3 that belongs to the cobalamins, a class of octahedral
CoIII complexes containing a planar framework known as
corrin, in which the Co metal center is coordinated in the
equatorial plane by four nitrogens. The metal center is axially
bonded on the lower face by 5,6-dimethylbenzimidazole (DBI),
and the upper face by a methyl group.4,5 The MeCbl cofactor
plays a critical role in the number of enzymatic reactions.6−25
MeCbl-dependent enzymes, known also as methyltransferases,6−8,10,13−16,18,22,24,25 catalyze the transfer of methyl
groups from methyl donors to methyl acceptors. Among
these enzymes, cobalamin-dependent methionine synthase
(MetH)13,18,22,24,25 is one of the most well studied, catalyzing
the transfer of the methyl group from CH3−H4 Folate to
homocysteine to form methionine. Other methyltransferases
such as CH3−H4 Folate:corrinoid-iron/sulfur,10 a module in
the acetyl-CoA sythase enzyme known as methanol:coenzyme
M methyl transferase,6−8,14−16 have also been well studied.
In addition to MeCbl playing an important role as a
bioinorganic cofactor, it also displays complex photophysical
and photochemical properties.26−39 These properties have been
© 2015 American Chemical Society
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coupling in spin-forbidden processes is typically small for
transition metals of the ﬁrst row. It was thus concluded that the
triplet state is not involved in base-on MeCbl, and that
photolysis should consequently occur through singlet pathways.
The potential energy surface (PES) of this S1 state was
constructed as a function of Co−C and Co−N axial bond
distances, and two possible photodissociation pathways were
identiﬁed on the basis of energetic grounds.53
The purpose of the present study is to further investigate
Co−C bond photodissociation in the base-oﬀ form of MeCbl,
consistent with the concurrently reported mechanism for baseon MeCbl. TD-DFT was applied to obtain the S1 PES as a
function of Co−C and Co−O axial bond distances, a minimum
energy path for Co−C bond cleavage was located on this
surface, and a corresponding mechanism was proposed. This
mechanism was compared to current experimental data, and
both similarities and diﬀerences between base-on and base-oﬀ
forms of MeCbl were analyzed. Although lower cobalamin
ligands have been shown to have little inﬂuence on the
properties of their ground states, as recently reviewed,56,57 the
role of axial base becomes increasingly signiﬁcant when excited
states, and thus mechanisms responsible for photolytic cleavage
of cobalamins are considered, as shown by Sension et al.39
Finally, an explanation is provided showing that the absence of
DBI opens a channel for fast nonradiative decay, which
eﬀectively competes with Co−C bond photodissociation.
Figure 1. Top: Molecular structure of methylcobalamin (MeCbl).
Bottom: Structural model of base-oﬀ form of MeCbl employed in the
present work.

2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Taking into account that there is no structural data available for
base-oﬀ MeCbl, the X-ray structure of base-on MeCbl4 was
used and modiﬁed. The MeCbl structure was simpliﬁed with
respect to side chains, and water was assumed as the lower
ligand (Figure 1). Throughout this study, the truncated MeCbl
model will be referred to as H2O−[CoIII(corrin)]−Me+, which
corresponds to an overall charge of +1, and singlet spin
multiplicity. To account for the eﬀects of a water solvent on the
electronic and molecular structure, ground and electronically
excited states were computed with the use of the Conductorlike Screening Model (COSMO).58,59
In accordance with previous studies, all DFT43 and TDDFT44,45 calculations reported herein were carried out with the
BP86 exchange-correlation functional,60,61 and triple-ζ quality
basis sets as implemented in Turbomole62 for all atoms,
TZVPP for Co, C, N, and TZVP for H.63 Resolution of Identity
for computing the electronic coulomb interaction (RI-J)64 was
applied with respective auxiliary basis sets65 for RI-DFT. Both
geometries and bond dissociation energies (BDEs) for cobaltcontaining corrinoids have been successfully predicted at this
level of theory.66−71 In particular, previous benchmarks
regarding the S1 state in base-on MeCbl calculated using
BP86 were shown to be consistent with both experiment and
wave function-based methods.51 We have also shown that TDDFT calculations performed on truncated corrin models
produce the best agreement with experiment when GGA (i.e.,
BP86) instead of hybrid (i.e., B3LYP) exchange-correlation
functionals are used,72 and that the accuracy of calculated
excitation energies is more sensitive to functional than basis set.
It should be noted that when the full cobalamin structure is
considered at the same level of theory, the main diﬀerence
between the full and truncated systems lies in subtle diﬀerences
in the character of low-lying electronic transitions, not in their
relative energies to the ground state. In other words, as may be
expected because of greater electron density most transitions of

(pH ≈ 2), the protonated DBI is replaced by water, leading to
the formation of MeCbl in its base-oﬀ form. Interestingly, the
photoproperties of base-oﬀ MeCbl are very diﬀerent from those
of the base-on analogue. The absence of the axial nitrogenous
DBI ligand in the base-oﬀ conﬁguration alters the electronic
structure of MeCbl, and opens a channel for fast nonradiative
decay, which eﬀectively competes with the channel for Co−C
bond photodissociation.39
To characterize the mechanism of Co−C bond photodissociation in the base-on form of MeCbl, density functional
theory (DFT)40−43 and time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT)44−48
were previously used to calculate a low-lying manifold of singlet
and triplet excited states as a function of Co−C bond
distance.49,50 Consistent with experimental results,35,37 the
metastable photoproduct was determined to be the S1 state,
which had dominant MLCT character.49−51 Initially, a repulsive
3
(σCo−C → σ*Co−C) triplet state was proposed to have an
inﬂuence in bond photolysis,49,50 because this state drops in
energy along the Co−C coordinate, and becomes dissociative
for distances longer than 2.4 Å. However, magnetic ﬁeld eﬀect
investigations,52 and transient absorption studies indicating a
prominent geminate recombination component,38 put the
involvement of this triplet radical pair into question, and
implied that photolysis should occur via singlet species. Taking
into account the aforementioned experimental observations, the
mechanism of Co−C bond photolysis in the base-on form of
MeCbl was then reinvestigated, and the probability of
intersystem crossing involving Sn/3(σCo−C → σ*Co−C) was
scrutinized.53 On the basis of Landau−Zener theory, the spinforbidden crossing between the S1 and the repulsive triplet state
was found to be unlikely as a result of a large gradient diﬀerence
between these states.54,55 In addition, the value of spin−orbit
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Table 1. Selected Geometrical Parameters and NBO Charges for H2O−[CoIII(corrin)]−Me+ Model Complex and Other Species
Involved in the Photoreaction Process
geometry

Co−C
C−O
Co−N21
Co−N22
Co−N23
Co−N24
C−Co−O
N21−Co−N23
N22−Co−N24

NBO charges

I (S0min)
bond distances [Å]
1.969
2.359
1.876
1.929
1.928
1.871
bond angles [deg]
175.6
171.2
173.4

I (S1min)

IIIB (S0min)
bond distances [Å]
1.968
1.866
1.920
1.919
1.862
bond angles [deg]
167.4
172.7

IIIB (S1min)

1.962
2.217
1.879
1.966
1.976
1.881

H2O−[CoIII(corrin)]−Me+
qS0
(S0min)
Co
0.765
C
−0.658
O
−0.925
Me
−0.067
H2O
0.075
Corr
0.227

qS0a
(S1min)
0.778
−0.673
−0.913
−0.083
0.096
0.208

qS1

Δqb

0.967
−0.637
−0.895
−0.001
0.125
−0.092

0.189
0.036
0.018
0.082
0.029
−0.300

qS1

Δqb

0.876
−0.823
−0.238
0.362

0.099
−0.206
−0.225
0.126

qS1

Δqb

0.841
0.159

−0.142
0.142

164.5
170.8
172.7
[CoIII(corrin)]−Me+

Co−C
Co−N21
Co−N22
Co−N23
Co−N24
N21−Co−N23
N22−Co−N24

2.229
1.857
1.927
1.939
1.856

Co
C
Me
Corr

qS0
(S0min)
0.738
−0.620
−0.016
0.278

qS0a
(S1min)
0.777
−0.617
−0.013
0.235

qS0
(S0min)
0.989
0.011

qS0a
(S1min)
0.983
0.017

160.4
173.5
[CoII(corrin)]+

Co−N21
Co−N22
Co−N23
Co−N24
N21−Co−N23
N22−Co−N24
a

VIB (S0min)
bond distances [Å]
1.875
1.926
1.926
1.875
bond angles [deg]
172.0
172.0

VIB (S1min)
1.842
1.915
1.915
1.843

Co
Corr

170.2
170.2

qS0: charges in ground state in geometry excited state. bΔq: diﬀerence between charge in excited state and ground state in geometry excited state.

calculated at the TD-DFT/BP86 level. Vertical excitations were
determined with respect to relevant axial bond lengths of the
optimized ground state. The corresponding relaxed onedimensional and two-dimensional potential energy surfaces
(PESs) of the S1 state were then calculated from these points.
The relevant intermediates involved in photolysis were
located on the S1 PES representing the H2O−[CoIII(corrin)]−
Me+ system with either a Co−C bond that is weakly or fully
broken, or a water molecule that is weakly or fully detached.
Whenever possible, optimizations of the relevant S1 PES
intermediates were carried out assuming either a ﬁve- or fourcoordinate geometry. The key species associated with
important points on the photoreaction path were reoptimized
using Grimme’s empirical dispersive energy correction.73
Notation of the base-oﬀ MeCbl model consistent with a
previous study was used. The subscript X in {H2O−
[CoIII(corrin)]−Me+}X represents the speciﬁc state and major
electronic conﬁguration. For example, X = 0 represents the
ground state, whereas X = 1,MLCT represents the ﬁrst excited
state with MLCT character. Additionally, intermediates with
axial bonds that are elongated or partially ruptured are noted as
{H2O−[CoIII(corrin)]+···Me}X, whereas an axial bond that is
fully dissociated is noted as {H2O−[CoII(corrin)] + + •Me}X.

the full structure contain additional excited-state contributions,
and the weights of minor contributions to each state are
somewhat higher, but the energies of each transition are
essentially unaﬀected, and as such truncated PESs of
cobalamins should be considered accurate.
Initially, the structural model of base-oﬀ MeCbl (Figure S1,
Supporting Information) was optimized at the DFT/BP86 level
of theory using the basis sets described above. Replacement of
the axial DBI ligand (that in previous calculations was
simpliﬁed to imidazole) by water has a rather small impact
on the overall structure, with the axial bond length diﬀerences
being the exception. Comparison of the cobalt−carbon distance
in Im−[CoIII(corrin)]−Me+ with the analogous distance in
H2O−[CoIII(corrin)]−Me+ reveals that the Co−C bond in the
former, that is, 1.986 Å (Table 2 and Figure 6 from ref 53),
remains almost unchanged in the latter, that is, 1.969 Å. On the
other hand, the Co−N axial bond length of 2.175 Å (Table 2
and Figure 6 from ref 53) changes noticeably to 2.359 Å in the
case of Co−O. Such a change indicates that water is very
weakly coordinated to the Co center in the base-oﬀ form of
MeCbl (Table 1).
Low-lying electronically excited states of H 2 O−
[CoIII(corrin)]−Me+ and their subsequent optimizations were
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Figure 2. Potential energy curves of the ground and lowest-excited states (singlet and triplet) of the [CoIII(corrin)]−Me+ model complex along the
Co−C bond stretch computed at the ground-state optimized geometry (a) and at the S1 state optimized geometry (b). The dotted line corresponds
to the approximate course of the triplet excited state 3(σCo−C → σ*Co−C).

state, the lowest triplet transition was also calculated using an
UDFT framework. Both triplet states are presented in Figure
2a, and labeled T(TD‑DFT) and T(UDFT), respectively. Although
these states are composed of the same orbital contributions, as
may be expected due to the instability of the single
determinant-based wave function at longer Co−C distances,
the energy of the TD-DFT state drops faster, while the energy
of the T(UDFT) state levels oﬀ. T1(UDFT) up to about 3.05 Å has a
dominant dyz → σ* contribution, whereas at longer distances it
changes to 3(σCo−C → σ*Co−C) as a result of crossing between
two diﬀerent triplet states, although the UDFT procedure
allows only the lowest energy state to be obtained. The dotted
line in Figure 2a is an interpolation between TD-DFT 3(σCo−C
→ σ*Co−C) at short Co−C distances, and the respective UDFT
state at long distances, and is the best approximation of the
shape of the dissociative triplet state.
A comparison of Figure 2a with the corresponding ﬁgure for
base-on MeCbl53 indicates that the absence of the axial base has
a relatively small inﬂuence on the ground state (S0). This
observation is consistent with experimental results wherein
replacement of axial base was shown to have relatively minor
inﬂuence on the bond dissociation energy (BDE).74 This is also
consistent with resonance Raman spectroscopy studies, wherein
it was shown that the stretching vibration of the Co−C bond
was insensitive with respect to base-on/-oﬀ conﬁguration.75

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Low-Lying Excited States along Co−C Stretched
Coordinate. Consistent with previous studies,49,50,53 a lowlying excited-state manifold of singlets and triplets was
computed along the Co−C coordinate. The ﬁve-coordinated
[CoIII(corrin)]−Me+ species was taken without weakly
coordinated water due to the fact that upon excitation there
is a tendency for axial ligand displacement. A step size of 0.05 Å
was used to systematically elongate the Co−C bond, and the
corresponding structures (S0) were optimized at each point.
These geometries were then used to calculate a number of
excited singlets and triplets, up to around 3.6 eV to include
electronic transitions relevant from a photochemical perspective. The transitions of each excited state were then analyzed,
and plotted as a function of corresponding coordinate (Figure
2a).
It is important to point out that vertical excitations were
initially calculated without relaxing the corresponding geometries in their excited states. In the case of base-oﬀ MeCbl,
none of the singlet states were found to have repulsive
character. On the other hand, repulsive states within the lower
triplet manifold, speciﬁcally a 3(σCo−C → σ*Co−C) state that
drops in energy along the Co−C coordinate, were noted at the
TD-DFT level. To further verify the repulsive nature of this
3916
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Figure 3. Potential energy curve for S1 optimized geometry of the [CoIII(corrin)]−Me+ model complex along the Co−C bond stretch (upper panel).
Molecular orbitals (MOs) describing the S1 excited state and the character of this state at three various points on the potential energy curve (lower
panels).

the main contribution is from a dyz/n → π*/σ*(dz2) transition,
and is very similar to the vertical excitation (Table S3,
Supporting Information). When bond distances increase from
1.90 through 2.25 Å, a change occurs in the character of the
excited state that corresponds to a decrease in π* character, and
an increase in σ* character. In fact after 2.20 Å, the excited
electron essentially populates a pure antibonding σ* orbital. It
is interesting to point out that this behavior of the S1 state is
similar to the reductive cleavage mechanism of MeCbl in which
the change in electronic energy was associated with the addition
of one electron to the ground state.70
3.2. Potential Energy Surface of the S1 State. To obtain
a reliable description of the PES associated with the lowest
electronically excited states of base-oﬀ MeCbl, the optimized
structure with water as the axial ligand, represented as {H2O−
[CoIII(corrin)]−Me+}, was used as an initial starting point.
Starting from this geometry, the PES corresponding to S0 was
generated as a function of Co−C and Co−O bond distances by

Taking into account that the vertical excitations were generated
from the ground state, and that both ground states are similar,
it can be concluded that the manifolds of low-lying singlet
excited states have similar character, whereas more diﬀerences
may be noticed among the triplet excited-state manifolds.
When the S1 state was optimized along the Co−C
coordinate, its energy drops by about 0.06 eV and the potential
energy curve corresponding to the S1 state becomes very
shallow. Not much change in energy is observed in the range of
2.0−2.4 Å. Also, a number of triplet states are very close in
energy to S1 states corresponding to the relaxed excited-state
geometry. To emphasize the most important region of the
excited-state manifold, a box is drawn around singlet and triplet
states of the base-oﬀ conﬁguration (Figure 2b).
To further understand the nature of the S1 state, a number of
points corresponding to the potential energy curve for the
relaxed S1 state were analyzed in terms of the orbitals involved
in excitation (Figure 3). Regarding the Co−C distance of 1.9 Å,
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Figure 4. Potential energy surfaces for singlet ground state and the two lowest, singlet excited states of H2O−[CoIII(corrin)]−Me+ together with
their vertical projections plotted as a function of axial bond lengths.

wave function at very long bond lengths, this region cannot
currently be fully explored. The S2 PES has a topology similar
to that of S1, and the minimum clearly visible above S1 is very
shallow in the same direction as the lowest minima of the S1
PES. Similar to base-on MeCbl, although less visible, the PES
corresponding to the base-oﬀ form of MeCbl also has a seam
along the Co−C direction. The presence of this seam will
become more apparent when the relaxed S1 surface is discussed
below.
To further characterize the S1 surface, each point generated
as a vertical excitation was optimized. The relaxed S1 state PES
is presented in Figure 5a along with the corresponding relaxed
S1 surface for the base-on analogue. The energy diagram for all
species on the S1 PES is shown in Figure S2 in the Supporting
Information. There are two main diﬀerences between the
vertical and relaxed S1 PESs (Figures 4 and 5a). There are two
minima associated with both vertical and relaxed S1 PESs. On
the relaxed S1 surface, the ﬁrst minimum becomes energetically
lower than the corresponding minimum on the vertical S1 PES,
and from an energetic point of view is comparable to that of the
second minimum. This second minimum on the relaxed S1 PES

systematically elongating each bond with a step size of 0.05 Å,
and optimizing all other coordinates (Figure 4, S0 surface). At
each point, vertical excitations were calculated using TD-DFT/
BP86. The resulting two-dimensional S0 PES and corresponding S1 and S2 state PESs are shown in Figure 4. The S0 state
minima have a Co−C axial bond length of 1.969 Å and a Co−
O axial bond length of 2.359 Å. As mentioned, no crystal
structure is available for the base-oﬀ form of MeCbl, and thus
comparison with structural data cannot be provided. However,
the Co−O axial bond length is noticeably longer than the Co−
NDBI distance of 2.249 Å calculated at the DFT/BP86/TZVPP
level of theory using the similar {DBI−[CoIII(corrin)]−Me+}
structural model. The Co−NDBI bond length is comparable
with the X-ray value of 2.163 Å reported in ref 4.
Overall, the topology of S0 surface is very shallow, especially
along the Co−O direction. The S1 PES calculated as vertical
excitations shows two energy minima, one above the minimum
corresponding to the S0 state, and the second with weakly
coordinated axial water and a Co−C bond length of around 2.4
Å. Although the second minimum is much lower in energy, due
to the instability of the TD-DFT single-determinant-based
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Figure 5. Potential energy surface for the S1 electronic state in the optimized geometry of the excited state plotted as a function of axial bond length
(a) for H2O−[CoIII(corrin)]−Me+ and (b) for Im−[CoIII(corrin)]−Me+ model complexes.

about 12° (Table 1 and Figure 6). The estimation of the
structure associated with the shallow minimum of the relaxed S1
PES was more challenging due to the tendency of the axial
water ligand to be detached. Therefore, the more valid
comparison would be between the ground state and a
corresponding intermediate without water. Direct comparison
of IIIB (S1min) with IIIB (S0min) shows the essential diﬀerence as
the Co−C bond length, between 2.229 and 1.968 Å, which is
about 0.261 Å.
3.3. Reaction Pathway Associated with Co−C Bond
Dissociation on the S1 PES. Having discussed the basic
properties, and the nature of the intermediates associated with
the S1 PES, now we may turn our attention to the possible
photodissociation pathway of the Co−C bond, shown in Figure
7. Before such discussion is presented for base-oﬀ MeCbl, it is

becomes very shallow along the Co−C direction, and indeed
the seam between these two minima that results in the crossing
of two surfaces is now more visible. The area associated with
this ﬁrst minima corresponds to metal-to-ligand charge transfer
(MLCT), whereas the other minimum corresponds to a ligand
ﬁeld (LF) transition. A number of intermediates can then be
associated with the relaxed S1 PES as summarized in Table 1
and Figure 6. The ﬁrst intermediate I (S1min), lies above I
(S0min), and is lower in energy than the vertical excitation, has a
Co−C bond distance of 1.962 Å, and is comparable to the
ground-state bond distance of 1.969 Å. The Co−O bond of I
(S1min) is also noticeably shorter (2.217 Å) when compared to
the ground state value (2.359 Å). Furthermore, the bond angles
associated with the O−Co−C moiety in I (S1min) is more bent,
and the extent of bending as compared to the ground state is
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Figure 6. Structures of the most important species on path B from Figures 5 and 7.

path is labeled as path B, consistent with previous study. The
energy diagram for photoreactions on path B is presented in
Figure S2 of the Supporting Information, and the schematic
drawn on the potential energy curves along Co−O and Co−C
bond lengths for electronic states of species involved in
photoreaction is shown in Figure 7. As will be described in
further detail, path B initially proceeds through detachment of
the weakly coordinated axial water. On the other hand, path A
initially should proceed through elongation of the Co−C bond
and a small contraction of the Co−O bond of the axial water.
By analogy with previous work, the initial state is MLCT, and
later changes to LF. However, with water attached, the energy
along the Co−C distance as can be seen in Figures 5a and 7
increases rapidly. Thus, it can be concluded that path A is
inactive in the base-oﬀ form of MeCbl on the basis of energetic
grounds.
3.4. Photodissociation along Path B Involving a
Singlet Radical Pair. The route for Co−C photodissociation
starts initially from the S1 energy minimum labeled I (S1min)
(Figures 7 and 8), which has dominant MLCT character. The
MLCT nature of this state can be characterized by an electron
density shift from the cobalt center of the complex to the corrin

relevant to make a short reference to the corresponding S1 PES
of base-on MeCbl (Figure 5b). Comparing the relaxed S1
surfaces between the base-on/-oﬀ forms (Figure 5a and b), the
key diﬀerences between these two surfaces lie in their
topologies with respect to their seams. In the case of base-on
MeCbl, the region of the S1 PES associated with MLCT lies
energetically lower than the LF region, implying that the
transition from MLCT to LF is an uphill process. On the other
hand, for the base-oﬀ case, the LF region is now lower than the
MLCT, indicating that crossing the seam is energetically
accessible. On the basis of energetic grounds, the S1 state
associated with base-on MeCbl has two possible pathways for
photodissociation described as path A and path B.53 Both
pathways start from the energy minimum characterized as S1
MLCT, and proceed along the S1 PES either through ﬁrst
elongation of the Co−C bond and detachment of the axial base
(path A), or ﬁrst detachment of axial base, followed by
elongation of the Co−C bond (path B). Although the starting
point and ﬁnal products are the same for both pathways, the
intermediates involved are diﬀerent.
Similar analysis of the S1 PES of the base-oﬀ form reveals that
only one energetic pathway is eﬀective (Figures 5a and 7). This
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Figure 7. Scheme of photoreaction on path B. Path A is not active for the base-oﬀ form of methylcobalamin.

intermediate passes transition state IIB (TS), the process
becomes spontaneous until it reaches the part of the PES
labeled IIIB (S1min) (Figures 7 and 8). At this stage water is very
weakly attached, that is, {H2O····[CoIII(corrin)]−Me+}1,LF and
resembles a ﬁve-coordinate species with no axial base.
Interestingly, reorientation of the axial water was observed
when the structure reaches IIIB (S1min), indicating increased
electron density on Co. This type of interaction resembles the
formation of a hydrogen bond, which takes place in the case of
CoI in which the dz2 orbital is doubly occupied.77 Increasing the
electron density on the cobalt atom can also be found on the
basis of diﬀerences between the S1,LF and S0 states for ﬁvecoordinate {[CoIII(corrin)]−Me+}1,LF (Figure S3, Supporting
Information).
Now, from IIIB (S1min) the dissociation of the Co−C bond
may be estimated according to the equation:

ring, and is discernible on the basis of NBO analysis (Natural
Bond Orbital analysis),76 summarized in Table 1. In addition,
the MLCT character of the S1 state for H2O−[CoIII(corrin)]−
Me+ in I (S1min) is also conﬁrmed by the electron density
diﬀerences between the S1 and S0 states, and is shown in Figure
S3 of the Supporting Information. The minimum energy path
proceeds in a parallel direction with respect to the Co−O
coordinate, and at a Co−O bond length of about 2.65 Å,
reaches a transition state, labeled IIB (TS), which can be
viewed as occurring on a seam between d → π* (MLCT) and d
→ σ* (LF) states. With increasing Co−O distance, the σ*
orbital gets successively lower in energy, and after reaching the
IIB (TS) point it becomes LUMO orbital. The σ* orbital as
LUMO is characteristic for all points on S1 PES of LF state and
other species with detached water ligand on path B (Figure S4,
Supporting Information). The small energetic barrier of 1.1
kcal/mol corresponding to the intersection between these two
regions of the S1 PES is about 10 times smaller than the
transition state barrier of 10.9 kcal/mol for the similar base-on
conﬁguration.53 Because the transition state IIB (TS) was
located by interpolation, the associated numerical values should
be taken with some caution. However, the corresponding ratios
between transition state energy barriers for base-on and base-oﬀ
MeCbl should be considered reliable. Once the reaction

{H 2O + [CoIII(corrin)]−Me+}1,LF
→ {H 2O + [CoII(corrin)]+ + •Me}1,LF

(1)

and the resulting energy was found to be 4.4 kcal/mol. The
energetic intermediates along path B are presented in Figures 8
and S2 in the Supporting Information. It is also interesting to
note that when a similar analysis was performed for base-on
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Figure 8. Scheme of potential energy curves along the Co−O and Co−C bond lengths for electronic states of species involved in reaction on path B
(the left-hand side in Figure 7).

MeCbl, the corresponding barrier was estimated at 7.9 kcal/
mol. The diﬀerence related to BDEs is a consequence of the
relative energies associated with the points I (S1min), IIB (TS),
and IIIB (S1min), between imidazole and water as the axial base.
In the S1 state along path B, when imidazole is present, the
energy diﬀerence between I (S1min) and IIB (TS) is higher,
about 10.9 kcal/mol, and the other point IIIB (S1min) is 3.5
kcal/mol, which is also energetically higher with respect to I
(S1min). On the other hand, when water is present as the axial
ligand, the energetic relation between points I (S1min) and IIIB
(S1min) is reversed. The main diﬀerence is that IIIB (S1min) is
energetically lower in comparison with I (S1min), demonstrating
that the presence of water makes photodissociation through
IIIB(S1min) energetically very favorable.
3.5. Internal Conversion along Path B. Along path B,
once the system reaches the region IIIB (S1min), which
corresponds to a very shallow part of the S1 PES (Figures 3,
5a, and 7), one can distinguish three possible pathways
associated with the electronically excited transient intermediate
(Figure 7). The ﬁrst pathway involves formation of a singlet
radical pair that leads to dissociation, as discussed above, the
second also leads to dissociation but proceeds through the
triplet state as will be discussed further, and the third involves a
channel for internal conversion to the ground state.
The mechanism of internal conversion has been discussed in
detail in our previous work regarding the base-on form of
MeCbl53 and also involves path B. Because in both cases, the
starting point for IC involves a ﬁve-coordinated species with
detached axial base, it is reasonable to assume that the
mechanism of IC in the case of base-oﬀ MeCbl proceeds in a
similar manner. The important step leading to internal
conversion involves distortion of the corrin ring, and can be

estimated by the bending angle between the two nitrogen
atoms opposite Co, N21 and N23. Potential energy surfaces for
the S1 and S0 states of the {[CoIII(corrin)]−Me+}1,LF optimized
excited-state geometry as a function of N21−Co−N23 valence
angle, and Co−C bond length, together with the marked seam
along the intersection of the S1/S0 are shown in Figure 9a. It
has been demonstrated that the active coordinates are the N21−
Co−N23 valence angle and shortening of the Co−C bond on
the S1 surface, overcoming the S1/S0 barrier leading to internal
conversion. In the S1 state of {[CoIII(corrin)]−Me+}1,LF,
shortening the length of the Co−C bond causes a small
change in energy, about 0.5 kcal/mol from IIIB (S1min) to 2.00
Å. For an elongated Co−C bond, the N21−Co−N23 valence
angle changes in the range of 160−143°, without any signiﬁcant
energy barrier. The change of N21−Co−N23 valence angle as a
function of the Co−C bond length in the S1 state is presented
in Figure 9b. Generally, small changes of the total energy of the
S1 state correspond to changes of these two active coordinates
in a relatively wide range of values. These same parameters will
signiﬁcantly increase the ground-state energy, and will
ultimately lead to an eﬀective process of IC. It should be
noted that the internal conversion process is favorable because
it occurs in a wide range of structural conﬁgurations. The
optimum energy path for IC on the S1 PES is shown in Figure
9a, and the calculated energy barrier for the S1/S0 internal
conversion was found to be 9.9 kcal/mol. Nonetheless, the
calculated barrier for the S1/S0 crossing of 9.9 kcal/mol is likely
too large. The main reason for an overestimated IC energy is
only two geometrical parameters were considered, and the
actual process may involve more active coordinates. The
geometry of the intersection point is characterized by a Co−C
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demonstrated that to obtain reliable Co−C bond dissociation
energies dispersion corrections are important.78,79 Thus, we
have recalculated the energies of key intermediates associated
with the important points on the potential energy surface to
include dispersion, and have summarized them in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Energy diagram for the most important photoreaction steps
along path B (ΔE in kcal/mol): black lines, calculations at the DFT/
BP86/TZVPP level of theory; orange lines, calculations with the same
method with the use of Grimme’s empirical dispersive energy
correction.

As expected, the energetic relations on the S1 potential
energy surface do not change signiﬁcantly when dispersion
corrections are added. This is not unexpected, because the
states under consideration do not diﬀer substantially in terms of
compactness of their ligands. The energetic barriers associated
with IVB (IC) and the dissociated VIB (S1min) are now
comparable (Figure 10, the last two energy levels marked
orange). Although this is an intuitively better outcome because
internal conversion and dissociation may now eﬀectively
compete, the energy of point IIIB (S1min) with dispersion
corrected is somehow a little too high, that is, 0.7 kcal/mol
higher than the barrier associated with IIB (TS). Energies for
the selected points associated with the LF state near the energy
minimum on the PES were also considered (i.e., for R(Co−C)
= 2.20 Å and R(Co−O) = 3.20 and 3.50 Å, respectively), and
although their values were closer to the energy of I (S1min), they
were still lower than the energy of IIB (TS). Taking into
account that computed energies relative to dispersion
corrections are accurate, and the fact that electronically excited
states are being considered, the dissociation energy of water
from I (S1min) to IIIB (S1min) is most likely overestimated when
dispersion is corrected. In other words, the energy contribution
resulting from interactions between water and cobalt in I
(S1min) is not adequately compensated for after separation into
IIIB (S1min) and H2O fragments. Our results indicate that
elongation of the Co−OH2 distance should lead to an energy
minimum, which is justiﬁed considering that negative values for
corrections from [CoIII(corrin)]−Me+ and H2O fragments
vanish when they are separated. Additionally, the density
distribution associated with the S1 electronic state, characterized by increased density on the cobalt dz2 orbital, is also not
properly taken into account. It is therefore reasonable to
postulate that the density distribution resulting from an
electronically excited state would have a more pronounced
energetic eﬀect on IIIB (S1min). Finally, it needs to be pointed
out that while the presence of the Co−OH2 bond is justiﬁed, its

Figure 9. (a) Potential energy surfaces for the S1 optimized geometry
of the {[CoIII(corrin)]−Me+}1,LF model complex as a function of N21−
Co−N23 valence angle and Co−C bond length with the minimum
energy path for S1/S0 internal conversion depicted. The seam along
the intersection of the S1/S0 PESs is marked with a dotted black line.
(b) N21−Co−N23 valence angle as function Co−C bond length in the
LF electronic state of {[CoIII(corrin)]−Me+}1,LF model complex. (c)
Geometry of {[CoIII(corrin)]−Me+}1,LF complex at the point of
internal conversion.

bond of 2.05 Å and a N21−Co−N23 angle of 113°, as shown in
Figure 9c.
3.6. Photodissociation versus Internal Conversion:
The Importance of Dispersion Corrections. Energetic
considerations presented in the two previous sections indicate
that photodissociation of Co−C bond along path B should to
be more eﬀective than internal conversion. While the calculated
barrier for the S1/S0 crossing is likely too large, it has been also
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Figure 11. (a) Potential energy curves of the ground (S0) and selected lowest-excited states (singlet, S1; and triplets, T1, T2, T3, T4, and 3(σCo−C →
σ*Co−C)) of the [CoIII(corrin)]−Me+ model complex along the Co−C bond stretch computed at the optimized geometry of the S1 state. (b)
Molecular orbitals (MOs) describing the singlet and triplet excited states and their character for two diﬀerent Co−C distances, before and after
points of S1/T2 and S1/T3 intersystem crossing.

formation should have no signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the
photoreactions along path B and IIIB (S1min).
3.7. Photodissociation along Path B Involving
Intersystem Crossing and Triplet Radical Pair. Parallel
to photodissociation from a singlet radical pair along path B, it
is also possible that a radical pair may be generated from the

triplet state. For dissociation to occur from the triplet state,
conversion of a singlet to triplet via intersystem crossing (ISC)
must take place. According to Landau−Zener theory,54,55 a
nonzero matrix element involving spin−orbit coupling (SOC)
is required, and a small diﬀerence in slope should be present
between the potential energy curves involved, for an eﬀective
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Figure 12. Upper panel: Mechanistic scheme for the photoreaction of the base-oﬀ form of MeCbl. Lower panel: Energetics of selected steps of the
photoreaction.

to π. On the other hand, the nature of d orbitals of the T3
excitation changes, whereas the antibonding orbitals remain the
same, and essentially are very similar to S1. Taking the z axis as
perpendicular to the corrin plane, the T2 dyz orbital is rotated
by 90° in the T3 dxz orbital. For the S1, the dyz orbital is the
same as the T2 dyz orbital, as described above. For S1 and T3,
the ISC process occurs between the 1(dyz,σ*) ⇝ 3(dxz,σ*)
excited electronic conﬁgurations, and it should be concluded
that according to El-Sayed rules the SOC rate is enhanced
between S1 and T3. Taking the above into consideration, the
photodissociation mechanism of base-oﬀ MeCbl initially
involves an intersystem crossing between S1 and T3, then T3
crosses with a repulsive 3(σ → σ*) triplet state that leads to
dissociation, and formation of a triplet radical pair (Figure 11a
and points VB (ISC) and VIIIB in Figure 7). This mechanism is
similar to our initial proposal, with the exception that an
additional triplet (T3) mediates the transition to the repulsive
3
(σ → σ*) state responsible for Co−C dissociation.
3.8. Implications for the Photochemistry of Base-Oﬀ
MeCbl. Combining the discussion presented above regarding
the nature of the PES associated with the S1 state, a more
general picture of the photochemistry associated with the baseoﬀ form of MeCbl may be presented (Figures 12 and 7). On
the basis of energetic grounds, in base-oﬀ MeCbl the
photodissociation channel that initially proceeds along the
MLCT surface, referred to as path A, becomes inactive. This is
in clear contrast with the base-on form of MeCbl, in which both
pathways are considered comparable. The strong preference
toward path B is in fact consistent with ultrafast excited-state
dynamics of base-oﬀ MeCbl. The absence of the transnitrogeneous ligand changes the topology of the S1 state in
such a way that the seam between the LF and MLCT regions is
signiﬁcantly shifted toward the minimum, I (S1min), enhancing
the LF character of the S1 state in comparison with that of the
MLCT. Within the region of the S1 PES of base-on MeCbl that
can be explored by TD-DFT, the energy minimum is associated
with MLCT, whereas in the base-oﬀ form it is shifted toward
LF. The strong preference for accessibility of the LF state in
base-oﬀ MeCbl is in agreement with excited-state dynamics

crossing of states with diﬀerent spin multiplicities. Because of
the complexity of the base-oﬀ form of MeCbl, a good
estimation of the extent of SOC is diﬃcult to provide, and
would require the use of a multireference wave function.
However, on the basis of the potential energy curves shown in
Figure 11, the nature of crossing can be readily assessed.
Inspection of Figure 11a reveals that states S1, T2, and T3 are
very close in energy because they involve the same types of
orbitals involved in excitation, and are also nearly parallel to
each other over the range of Co−C distances near the energy
minimum. On the other hand, T1 does not interact with S1, and
at a Co−C distance of 2.3 Å a repulsive triplet state, that is, 3(σ
→ σ*), crosses with S1 at a larger angle than T2 and T3. When
the gradient between diabatic surfaces is small with respect to
the minimum-energy crossing point (MECP), the probability of
spin-forbidden crossing signiﬁcantly increases.80 Thus, it is
reasonable to assume that T2 or T3 are likely candidates for ISC
that occurs from the shallow S1 surface IIIB (S1min). In addition,
according to El-Sayed rules,81,82 the rate of ISC is relatively
large if the radiationless transition involves a change of orbital
type. El-Sayed rules have been frequently used to discuss
organic molecules in which the typical case is the transition
from the lowest excited singlet state to the triplet manifold.83
For example, the rules predict that ISC involving a 1(π,π*) ⇝
3
(n,π*) transition should be faster than a 1(π,π*) ⇝ 3(π,π*) or
a 1(n,π*) ⇝ 3(π,π*), and should be faster than a 1(n,π*) ⇝
3
(n,π*) transition. These examples point out that the orbitals
involved in a singlet−triplet transition should be rotated 90°.
If one considers a similar analysis involving complexes
containing transition metals, electron density redistribution
from singlet to triplet should also involve a rotation of the d
orbital by 90°, as demonstrated by Zalis et al.84 A closer
inspection of the energy curves and orbitals corresponding to
Co−C bond distances of 1.9 and 2.15 Å representing before
and after the crossing of S1 with either T2 or T3 (Figure 11)
indicates which triplet state should mediate the ISC. When S1
excitation is considered, the initial transition of dyz + n → π* +
σ* changes to dyz + n + π → σ*. When the T2 state is
considered, the nature of d orbital character is retained, and the
antibonding orbitals involved in the transition change from σ*
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axial ligands would provide a deeper understanding of the
photophysical and photochemical properties of base-oﬀ MeCbl.

studies in which such preference was referred to as opening of a
channel for internal conversion, and Co−C bond scission.39
Once the system is in the LF minimum, which is
energetically very shallow, three diﬀerent processes compete
with each other: photodissociation through the singlet, a similar
dissociation involving a triplet that initially proceeds through
intersystem crossing, and internal conversion. On the basis of
our current calculations and existing experimental data,39
although IC and bond-homolysis compete, one cannot
qualitatively distinguish which photodissociation pathway,
singlet or triplet, is more prominent. The absence of a
prominent geminate recombination component implies that
dissociation through the triplet channel is dominant. This
hypothesis may be further proved by application of magnetic
ﬁeld techniques to study the base-oﬀ form, and to our best
knowledge, to date has only been performed for base-on
MeCbl.52 In sum, it is reasonable to conclude that IC only
competes with dissociation via the triplet channel.
It is also interesting to consider the quantum yields reported
for the base-on and base-oﬀ forms of MeCbl. In the case of
base-on, the yield of photodissociation from the excited state is
about 0.15,34 whereas the remaining yields are either IC or
recombination. On the other hand, in base-oﬀ MeCbl, the
dissociation yield from the excited state is 0.65 (+0.15,
−0.25),39 with an error that reﬂects uncertainties in
experimental measurements. The small yield observed in the
case of base-on MeCbl, in which photodissociation proceeds via
singlet channel, reﬂects competition with fast deactivation and
possible recombination. The much larger quantum yield
observed for the base-oﬀ form reﬂects involvement of the
triplet state, because once the system converts from S1 to T3,
and then proceeds via 3(σ → σ*), there is no possibility for
recombination.
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4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This work should be considered as a follow-up of our recent
theoretical study involving the photochemistry of the base-on
form of MeCbl.53 The aim of the present investigation was to
present a mechanism of the base-oﬀ form that is in accord with
our previous work and current experimental data from ultrafast
excited-state dynamics.34,35,38,39 The present contribution also
reconciles our previous model in which involvement of a
repulsive triplet state49,50 was implied. In particular, it has been
shown that for eﬀective dissociation to occur from a repulsive
triplet state, an additional triplet state should be invoked in
accordance with Landau−Zener theory, and according to ElSayed rules, the SOC matrix elements should contain Co d
orbitals from singlet and triplet states rotated by 90°.
The nature of the S1 state calculated as a function of both
axial ligands can be used to elucidate the diﬀerences in base-on
and base-oﬀ forms of MeCbl. The main diﬀerence between
these two forms can be attributed to a diﬀerence in the
topology of the S1 PES and how MLCT and LF states interact
with each other. Although in the base-on form, two energetic
pathways are feasible, previously described as paths A and B, in
the base-oﬀ form only path B is eﬀective for photodissociation,
and path A is inactive. Possible internal conversion and
photodissociation from the triplet state along path B are in
accord with current experiment, showing that the absence of
DBI opens a channel for fast nonradiative decay, and eﬀectively
competes with Co−C bond photodissociation. Further
theoretical studies that consider cobalamins with diﬀerent
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